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Abstract: Beet tops harvesting is a complex task of the sugar beet growing industry which forms the qualitative indicators of root crops 
during their further digging out from the soil and determines the loss of tops and sugar-bearing mass. In the development of theoretical 
foundations of the optimal tops cutting from heads of sugar beet root by different types of topping working bodies should take into account 
forces which act at the same time and the rational cutting height. Theoretical researches having been carried out hitherto concerned only the 
detailed analytical description of the functioning of the new designs of topping working bodies and practically did not concern the general 
provisions of the separation tops from the head of root crop. The aim of this study is the theoretical determination of the forces that occur at 
the contact point of cutting working body of topper machines with root crops head of sugar beet root crop. When carrying out theoretical 
studies are used the methods of mathematics, theoretical mechanics, strength of materials, methods of programming and numerical 
calculations on PC. As a result, of the theoretical research new analytical dependencies of force describing the processes of crumpling and 
subsequently cutting of sugar beet heads by topping working body, depending on the size and shape of root crops heads and design 
parameters of topper have been obtained. As a result, of numerical calculations on PC critical level value of penetration of the cutting 
element of topping working body into root crops head of sugar beet and maximum value of cutting force at which ejection of root vegetables 
from the soil doesn’t take place, was defined. The obtained theoretical dependencies and values of normal reaction and cutting forces are the 
basis for the further working out of a mathematical model of dynamic interaction system of cutting working bodies with the heads of sugar 
beet. 
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1. Introduction
Sugar beet is one of the strategic industrial crops in the world. 

Sugar, beet pulp and green mass of foliage are useful products for 
humans and animals as well as feedstock for biogas production. The 
most difficult process in the production of sugar beet is its 
harvesting. First operation of this of technological process is cutting 
of beet tops from root crops heads on a root. The quality of the beet 
tops cutting from root crops heads is directly affect other harvesting 
indicators – even a small amount of tops residues on the root crops 
heads during digging up significantly reduces quality indicators of 
sugar beet. Having been conducted earlier researches showed that a 
low-quality tops cutting can reduce the quality of sugar beet roots 
per 10 ... 15%. Therefore, cutting the tops from root crops heads of 
sugar beet is a relevant scientific and technical task for beet 
industry. 

2. Preconditions and means for resolving the
problem 

2.1. Analysis of recent research and publications 
Such researchers as P.M. Vasilenko, L.V. Pogorelyiy, V.M. 

Bulgakov, P.V. Savich, N.V. Tatyanko et al. [1, 2, 3, 4] dedicated 
many works to the issues of theoretical and experimental research 
of beet tops separation from root crops heads. 

2.2. Purpose of the study  
Theoretical definition of the forces taking place at the point of 

contact of cutting working body of topper machines with a root 
crops head of sugar beet. 

2.3 Materials and Methods 
When carrying out theoretical studies methods of mathematics, 

theoretical mechanics, strength of materials, as well as methods of 
programming and numerical calculations on the PC was used. 

3. Results and discussion
The equivalent scheme of interaction tops-cutting working 

body and head of sugar beet for carrying out theoretical studies was 
developed. Consider one of the most typical cases of such 
interaction when cutting working body penetrates by its front 
cutting edge into the upper part of the head of sugar beet. Let us 
represent sugar beet root as motionless object placed in the soil 
(Fig. 1). Upper part of root crops - the head is represented as a 
sphere of radius r , with a center in point O . Flat Cartesian 
coordinate system xOy has been drawn across the point O

 
in 

where the axis Oy is directed vertically upward and the axis Ox
is directed to the right. Sugar beet head starts interaction with 
cutting working body, represented as rectangular cross section, 
which moves translationally and penetrates into the body of the 
head of root crop. The front lower point of blade is denoted by C . 
Penetrated in the body of root crops head the cutting working body 
of rectangular shape has coordinates of its points C  in the above 
mentioned coordinate system, denoted by cx and cy . Other 
dimensions characterizing interaction of sugar beet head and cutting 
working body are being denoted by xr and yr . 

According to the results of preliminary experimental studies it 
was found that during the interaction with the head of root crop, 
when topping leaves bunch, cutting working body moves at a 
relatively small value. Preliminary studies of the kinematics 
interaction of cutting working body with sugar beet have shown that 
blade of working body have slight displacement distance and its 
absolute velocity is also changes slightly. And therefore this 
curvilinear arcuate trajectory with a sufficient degree of accuracy, is 
possible to replace with a straight-line trajectory. 
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Fig. 1. The equivalent scheme of cutting working body interaction 

with head of sugar beet when tops cutting  
 

Taking into account these circumstances, the assumption has 
been made that cutting working body interacting with the head of 
root sugar beet moves in a straight line at a constant forward speed 
V (Fig. 1) [6, 11, 12]. 

If at the initial moment of time, in this interaction, deformation 
of the upper layer of the head of root beet takes place then occurs 
crumpling. The increase of contact area of the front edge of the 
cutting working body with the root crop head after that takes place 
tension grows at a certain value of working body penetration into 
the root crop head body the final cut is carried out. Theoretically, 
this will happen when crumpling force exceeds cutting force of the 
rest of sugar beet root crop head, i.e. in compliance with such 
inequality: 

 s cP P ,≥  (1) 
where: Ps – crumpling force of the root crop head; Pc – cutting force 
of the root crop head. 

After that, let us determine the critical value of penetration of 
cutting working body in the root beet head and define its 
relationship with the values Ps and Pc. 

Crumpling force will be determined by the current contact 
area Fs and permissible contact stresses of crumpling [σs]. For 
determine the crumpling force Ps well known dependency was used 
[7]: 

 

[ ]s s sP Fσ= .  (2) 
The contact area is determined by the area of the segment 

formed by a circle of radius rx and the chord, which passes at a 
distance yc from the axis Ox (Fig. 1): 

( )
2
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2
x

s
rF β β= − . (3) 

where: β – sector angle formed by the segment with Fs area; rx –
 radius of the circle, which has been obtained by the intersection of 
the sphere of the head of root with plane, which passes through the 
contact edge of the working element. 

Angle sector β of crumpling area and circle radius rx in the 
crumpling plane is determined from equation [5, 8]: 
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and 
2 2

x cr r x= − , (5) 
where: r – sphere radius of the head of root beet. 

Taking into account the value determined by (2 – 4), and on 
the basis of conducted algebraic transformations the dependence has 
been finally obtained for crumpling force Ps on the penetration 
value xc of cutting working body into the body of the head and is 
represented in the following equation: 
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Cutting force Pc of root crops head is determined by the cuts 
area Fc and permissible cutting force [τ] root beet head and it is 
equal to [7]: 

[ ]c cP Fτ= . (7) 
Area cut Fc of root crops head is defined as the difference area 

of the circles formed by the intersection of the sphere by the cut 
plane and area of segment formed by radius ry and chord, which 
passes at a distance xc from the axis Oy (Fig. 1). We have: 

( )
2
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2
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c y

r
F rπ γ γ= − − , (8) 

where: γ – sector angle formed by a segment of area Fc. 
The angle γ and radius ry are defined by following equation (4) 

and (5): 
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, (9) 

and 
2 2

y cr r y= − , (10) 

Taking into account the value determined by (8 – 10), and on 
the basis of conducted algebraic transformations the dependence of 
crumpling force Ps on the penetration value xc of cutting working 
body into the body of the head of sugar beet has been finally 
obtained (Fig. 1).: 
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Substituting the value of expressions (6) and (7) in the 
inequality (2) it is possible to determine the critical penetration 
value xc under root crops head cutting.  

Thanks to the developed program for the PC the numerical 
calculations have been carried out and the graphics solutions of 
inequality obtained (2), taking into account the equation (6) and 
(11) are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. 

The following values of initial parameters in the calculations 
were adopted: [τ] = 1.14 MPa [10], [σs] = 3.0 MPa [9, 14, 15], 
r = 0.025 m, yc = 0.015…0.025 m. 

As can be seen from the obtained graphical dependences (Fig. 
2) maximum cutting force Pc will be determined by the maximum 
value of crumpling force Ps of root crops head. The cutting force Pc 
will be equal to crumpling force Ps at the cutting height of root 
crops head being equal to 10 mm. At the same time cutting force 
equals to 820 N that is much higher than the permissible stability 
force of root sugar beet in the soil (Fig. 2). Obviously, the height 
difference Δh of contiguous working elements of cutting working 
body should not exceed 4 mm. The parameter value of kinematic 
coupling between the cutting working bodies Δφ = 2° is being 
determined on this condition basis. Thus, for further calculations is 
possible to accept the maximum cutting force Q = 200 N. 
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Fig. 2. Dependencies: 1 – cutting force Pc and 2 – crumpling 

force Ps from  
height of cut Δh and the value of penetration xc into the root 

crop head body: 
a) Δh = 0,004 m; b) Δh = 0,01 m 

 
Using the obtained dependencies (Fig. 2) the graphs of the total 

maximum crumpling force Ps of sugar beet head from the cutting 
height Δh have been worked out (Fig. 3). Thus in Fig. 3 the 
permissible crumpling force Рs is shown. 

 
 

Fig. 3. Dependence of the total maximum force from the cutting 
height Δh: 

1 – root crop head crumpling Ps; 2 – tops detachment from the root 
crop head  

 
Analysis of the graphical dependencies (Fig. 3) shows that the 

maximum crumpling force Ps can be reached on the height of cut 
not more than 4 mm. 

 
 

4. Conclusion  
1. New analytical equations that describe the processes of 

crumpling and the subsequent cut of root crops head of sugar beets 
then separating the tops were defined. 

2. Critical value of the penetration of the cutting part of 
topping working body in the root head, when there is no ejection of 
sugar beet out of the soil was found. Numerical calculations carried 
out on a PC enabled to determine its value Δh = 4 mm. 

3. Maximum value of the cutting force Q equal to 200 N, was 
determined.  

4. The obtained theoretical dependencies and values of 
normal reaction and cutting force Q are the basis for the further 
working out mathematical model of dynamic interaction system of 
cutting working bodies with sugar beet heads. 
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